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About project

Poland Ukraine

The main objective of the project 
is to help young people from small

towns and war zones to activate their
own youth initiatives, to activate their

personal potential in youth work, 
and to help to implement youth

policy measures.



development of participants' personal qualities
and understanding of their role in the group

Main objectives
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increasing competencies for project work (target
group, objectives)

development of teamwork skills using the project
method

development of knowledge of modern
technologies
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7 developing knowledge about another country, 
its traditions and history
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5 improving self-reflection skills

improving language skills



When & where

Dates & location

15.07 - 24.07.2021
WISZNICE,
POLAND



About us

hosting organization

 

FACEBOOK
facebook.com/FundacjaZielonySlon

WEBSITE
www.greenelephant-foundation.com/

INSTAGRAM
instagram.com/green_elephant_foundation/



Why Wisznice

Wisznice is a predominantly agricultural
commune with tourism potential, mainly

agrotourism. Beautiful landscape, presence
of the Zielawa River, lake in Horodyszcze 
and numerous forest complexes create 

a wealth of flora and fauna uncontaminated
by civilization pollution.

Research and observations also indicate
that there are many interesting and rare

species of plants and animals in the area of
Wisznice commune. Additional attractions

favoring recreation in the commune are
numerous historical monuments closely

related to the past of this area.



Where will
you stay?

- Rooms are for 4 persons. If you’re fine with that we’ll divide you 
to avoid problems and create a multicultural atmosphere! 
Of course, if you have any wishes, feel free to contact us. 

We’re open!
- There’s a Wi-Fi!

- Bedsheets are here! But you need to take your own towel, hairdryer,
shower gel & personal stuff.

- Please inform us in the e-form about your food preferences. 
It is very important to us to make yourselves at home.

- Our venue is a dormitory in a high school. We will, therefore, have
access to the gymnasium.

 



Due to the duration of the Covid-19
outbreak, all safety measures will be

maintained during the event in
accordance with government regulations. 
The organizers will adapt to the sanitary

and epidemiological requirements 
in the case of further situation's

development. 
During the event, participants will be

obliged to obey all the rules of hygiene 
and safety.

Covid-19 issues



Contact us!

E-mail
zielonyslon@greenelephant-foundation.com

Website
www.greenelephant-foundation.com/




